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NATURAL FACTORIZATIONS AND THE KAN EXTENSION OF

COHOMOLOGY THEORIES

by John L. MAC DONALD

CAHIERS DE TOPOLOGIE

ET GEOMETRIE DIFFERENTIELLE

Vol XVII - 1 ; 1976 )

1. Introduction.

The question of when a Kan extension of a cohomology theory is again
a cohomology theory has been investigated by Deleanu and Hilton in [2,3] .
The cobomology theories which they consider each consist of a sequence

b= {bn} of contravariant functors from an «admissible» category Jo of

topological spaces to the category Ab of abelian groups, together with a

sequence

of natural transformations where E is the suspension functor, all subject to

the conditions :

(1) If f2-g then b n (f) = bn (g) ( Homotopy axiom).
(7) o-n : bn 22 bn+1 E ( Suspension axiom ).
(3) If X’ -X - X" is a mapping cone sequence in Jo, then

is exact ( Exactness axiom.

An admissible category Jo of topological spaces is a full subcategory of

the category of all pointed topological spaces which is non-empty, closed

under construction of mapping cones and contains complete homotopy tvpes.

The examples of such theories are known to include ordinary coho-

mology theory, stable cohomotopy theory, real and complex K-theory plus a

number of other examples described in [4] .

In this paper we introduce the notion of natural factorizations in or-

der to describe an abstract or archetypal cohomology axiom of which the three
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preceding axioms may be regarded as examples. The aim of this description
is to obtain cofinality conditions which will ensure that the Kan extensions

of a functor satisfying an archetypal axiom again satisfies that axiom.

We then translate the abstract cofinality condition on the Kan exten-

sion of the archetype into the language of the three axiom examples, with an

added twist for the exactness axiom. These conditions result in theorems for

extending cohomology theories which include those of Deleanu and Hilton.

Furthermore we work in abstract categories and L instead of the

categories J o and Ab , respectively, in order to analyze better the condi-

tions which are essential in the constructions. In this way we can see, for

example, why the homotopy and suspension axioms extend for quite general
P and and why the exactness axiom needs some restrictions on ( .

We next introduce some background information which will be needed

in the later sections. Accordingly, we let K : T - 5’ be a functor, and let

b :P -C be a contravariant functor. The left contravariant Kart extension

of h along K is a functor hi " 5’ -C defined on objects X in C by

with the obvious definition on morphisms derived from the universal property
of l im . We observe that an object of the comma category (XlK) is a I -

morphism r: X - K Y and that if g : X - K Y’ is another ( X1 K)-object, then

a morphism u : f-g of (XIK) is a morph i sm

with

The functor DX projects

and

The comma category ( K1X) is defined similarly ( see Mac Lane [5] , p. 46 ).

A functor L is said to be initial if condition (a) of the following the-
orem holds.

THEOREM 1. Let L : I’ -I be a functor. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) For each object i of I, the category ( L li) i.s non-empty and con-

nected.
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(b) For every contravariant functor F : I -- (t with A cocomplete, the

canonical map lim F L - lim F is an isomorphism.

This theorem is proved simply by adapring the finality results of

Mac Lane in [5] , pages 213-14, to our setting.

2. The archetypal Cohomology axiom.

Let h : T - C be a contravariant functor and let F: T - Q be any

(covariant) functor. The functor h is said to satisfy the cobomology axiom

of type ( F, o-) if there is a diagram

such that o : h - h F is a natural equivalence. If o is a natural transforma-

tion ( but not necessarily an equivalence ) then we call o a natural F- f acror-
ization o f h . We remark that the Kan extension of b along F , if it exists,

determines an F-factorization of h which is universal in the sense of [5] 

pages 232-33.

Suppose that

is a commutative diagram of categories and functors. Given X E lFl we let

MX : ( XlK) -( G XlL) be the functor defined by

for f : X -K Y an object of ( X) K ) with the obvious definition on morphisms.
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T Il E O R E M 2. Suppose that h : P-C is a f unctor with natural F- factoriza·
tion o : h -h F where F is a functor appearing in diagram (2.2) . Then the

Kan extension b1: F-C of h along K has a natural G-factorization .

for ( b)1: 11 -+ e the Kan extension of h along L and o1 the natural trans-

formation given by the explicit forniula

P ROOF. The left square of the diagram

commutes and the right square represents the given natural factorization of

b.Thus

Furthermore A1X induces the obvious morphism

The result now follows immediately from the explicit formula for (o1)X plus
an easy verification of naturality.

We remark that o1 is the unique natural transformation determined
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by the fact that h 1 arises from a universal K-factorization of h .

If b : P-C has a natural factorization ( b F, o), then the associated

canonical (G-extension of h along K is the functor ( h )l G : F- C described
above. By Theorem 2 there is a natural transformation o-1 from the Kan ext-

ension of h along K to the canonical extension. The next theorem shows

when o1 is an equivalence.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that h : P - C is a functor which satisfies the coho-

mology axiom of type ( F, u) for F a functor appearing in the commutative

(liagram (2.2). Then the Kan extension b1 :F - e satisfies the cohomology
axiom of type ((;,u1) provided that M x : (XlK) -(GXlL) is initial for
each X E lFl and th at o1 i s the natural transformation from the Kan ext-

ension to the canonical G-extension described in Theorem 2.

PROOE. By Theorem 2 there is a natural transformation

with

If MX is initial, then by Theorem 1 it follows that M*X is an equivalence
and if h satisfies the axiom of type ( F, o) , then 0- and hence lim CT D X are
equivalences. Thus ul is a natural equivalence, as required.

W’e next consider how the crucial initiality condition for

can be formulated in terms of objects and morphisms drawn from the com-

mucing diagram

of categories and functors. The purpose of this is to provide a procedure for

testing in particular examples whether MX is initial.
From Section 1 we recall that MX is initial if and only if for each

object k of (GXlL) the comma category ( MXlk) is non-empty and con-
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nected. Thus it is obvious that ¿rB1x is initial if for each object k of ( (GXlL)
it follows that 

(A) the category (MXlk) is non-empty, and

(B) any two objects u and u2 of ( MXlk) can be connected by a pair

of morphisms of the form u1-u- u2 . 
If (A) and (B) hold, then we say that MX satisfies the initiality condition of
type -.- - j

Condition (A) can be interpreted as follows:

A. Given any morphism k : G X - L Z of U there exists a morphism

g : X - K Y in 5 and a morphism u : F Y - z in 9 such that M MXg - k in

( G XlL) , i. e. such that

commute s in 11.

Condition (B) has the following interpretation:
B. For each diagram

commuting in U there is a commutative diagram
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in h with

and and

If MX satisfies the initiality condition of type - . - , then we

also say that It has weak local pushouts relative to MX. * We note that the
following sections reveal that Hilton’s notion of local right adjunctability in

[2] is an instance of such a local pushout.

In a similar fashion the same functor MX : ( XlK ) -( G XlL) is said

to satisfy the initiality condition of type - . - , or U is said to have

weak local pullbacks relative to MX ( cf. [2]) , if (A) holds and if in addi-

tion any two objects ul and u2 of (MXlk) can be connected by a pair of
morphisms of the form ul - u - u 2 This condition, of course, can be in-

terpreted in terms of U-morphisms using diagram ( 2.7 ) and a «weak local

pullback » diagram in place of the «weak local pushout » diagram ( 2.8).

A similar interpretation in terms of h-morphisms exists for other ini-

tiality conditions ( e. g. of type

or even for the most general initiality condition, namely that any two objects

U, and u2 of (MXlk) can be connected by a finite sequence of (MXlk)-
morphisms.

We remark that the initiality conditions ensure that the cohomology
axiom of type ( G, o1) is satisfied by any existing Kan extension b1 along
K of any functor h: P -+ e satisfying an axiom of type ( F, o-) , that is, h ,
e and 0- may vary while holding 9 , F , G fixed. One might also investigate
whether there are conditions weaker than initiality and depending in some

way on h which would ensure that b1 satisfies ( (;,0- ) .

3. The Homotopy axiom.

Let there be given a commutative diagram of categories and func-
~ ~

tors where ? and F are quotient categories of P and F, respectively,
with canonical functor [ ] :
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We define quotient category in the sense of Mac Lane [5]. For example,
~

F could be the category of topological spaces and 5 the homotopy category.

A functor b : P -C satisfies the homotopy axiom if h factors through
~

the canonical functor []:P-2P. We write h = b [] and note that this is

the same as saying that h satisfies the cohomology axiom of type ( [], 1) .
Given an object X of 5 let L X: ( XlK ) -( X lk) be the functor defined by:

with the obvious definition on morphisms.

THEOREM 4. I f b :P -+e satis f ies the homotop y axiom, then so does its

Kan extension b1 : F -C along K provided that LX : ( XlK ) - ( XlK) is

initial for f?ach X c lFl. 
PROOF. Follows immediately from Theorem 3 by letting ( F, 0-) = ( [J ,1),
since th en h 

1 
satisfies axiom of type ( G, O1) , with

and

COROLLARY 5. l f h : P-C satisfies the homotopy axiom, then so does
~

its Kan extension h I : 5’ - C along K provided that 5’ has weak local pull-
hacks ( or weak local pushouts) relative to LX .
PROOF. Immediate since these are initiality conditions for LX by the pre-

ceding section.

4. The Suspension axiom.

Let
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be a given commutative diagram of categories and functors.

A functor bn:P -C satisfies the suspension axiom if h n factors

through the functor 2 : I - I up to a natural equivalence o- : bn -bn+ 1 I for

some functor bn + 1 : P-C. This is the same as saying that bn satisfies

the cohomology axiom of type (E , o) . Given an object X of 5 let

be the functor defined by

with the obvious definition on morphisms.

THEOREM 6. If h n : p-+e satisfies the suspension axiom, then so does

its Kan extension bn1 :F-C along K provided that MX : (XlK) - (EXLK)
is initial for each X E lF .

PROOF. Let

for

and apply Theorem 3. Then hi satisfies the cohomology axiom of type
where and

for bn+1 1 the Kan extension of b n + 1 along K .

COROLLARY 7. f f bn : P-C satisfies the suspension axiom, th en so does

it.s Kan extension bn1:F-C along K provided that F has weak local push-
outs (or weak lor-al pullbacks ) relative to MX. 
PROOF. This is immediate because existence of weak local pushouts im-

plies MX is initial by results of Section 1.

Suppose that bn : P -C satisfies both the homotopy and suspension
axioms, then by Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 so does the Kan extension

provided that
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are initial for all X . We show next how to get the same result from weaker

conditions.

In the following theorem let

and

be the functors defined on objects by

and

respectively, with the obvious definition on morphisms. Clearly N x - ~MXLX.
We also assume that commutative diagrams ( 3.1) and (4.1) are given and

that 2 commutes with [] and ~K.

T H E O R E M 8. Let bn :P -C be a functor satisfying the hOllu)!o!JY axiorrl

with h n = ~bn [] and suppose h 51 -C satisfies the suspens7’oj,2 axiolll

with given natural equivalence o: b~n -~b n+1E. Then the follo11./l’ng .state-

ments hold :

1. The canonical -extensi on ~n + 1 E[]: F-C of h n along K as

well as hn itself both satisfy the homotopy and suspension axioms, where

~ ~ n+1 ~bn+1 1 is the Kan extension of b n+ 1: P - C along k.
2. The canonical [] -extension ~bn 1 [] : F- C e o f h n along K satisfies

the homotopy and sus pension axioms provided ~MX: (X lK~) - ( E XlK~) is

initial for all X . The functor b~n1 is by definition the Kan extension of

along

3. T’he Kan extension bn1 : F -C o f hn along K satisfies the bomotopy 
and suspension axioms provided NX : (Xl K) - (E XlK~) is initial for all X .
In particular this holds if LX and ~MX are initial for all X in lFl .

PROOF. The first statement is obvious since

is an equivalence. For the second statement we assume that
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W

is initial and note that by hypothesis b~n:P-C satisfies the suspension

axiom with specified equivalence a: b~n - b~n+1E. Then by Theorem 6 the

Kan extension b~n1 along ~K satisfies the suspension axiom with equivalence

cr from b~n1 to the canonical E-extension b~+ 1E.1 Thus o1 [] is an equi-
valence from b~n 1 [] to the canonical E [] -extension

For the third statement we apply Theorem 3 to the commutative diagram

where h n: P -C satisfies the cohomology axiom of type (E [] ,o []) , 
wh ere

It then follows that the induced natural transformation ( o- [] from bn1 to

the canonical 2 11 -extension b~n+ 1 1 E [] is an equivalence if 
1 1

is initial.

We next interpret the preceding results in the topological context con-

sidered by Hilton in [2] . Accordingly we let K : Jo -J1 be the inclusion
of non-empty full subcategories of the category of topological spaces, each

closed under the suspension funqtor 2 . Let

or

represent the canonical functor to the homotopy categories. Then we have

the results of the preceding theorems for J o m 9 and J1 = 5 .

In particular the statement that Y: ~J1 -J~1 is locally right J~o -adj-
unctable as defined in [2] is equivalent to the statement from section 2.

of this paper that J~1 has weak local pushouts relative to
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where in this case the reference diagram (2.5) becomes EK~ = k5: . This
is just the initiality condition of type - . ·- for 3(x We may now state
the following corollary to Theorem 8.

CO ROL L A R Y 9. Let bn : Jo -C be a functor satisfying the homotopy and
suspension axioms for C arbitrary and

a Riven natural equivalence. 1 f E: J~1 -J~1 is locally right J~o-adjunctable,
then the canonical [] -extension b~n1 [] : J1 -C satisfies the homotopy and
sllspension axioms.

PROOF. This is immediate from statement 2 of Theorem 8 since the adjunc-

tability condition implies Ã¥ X initial.

In a similar fashion the statement that j o has weak local pullbacks
relative to J~1 as defined in [2] is equivalent to the statement derived from

section 2 that J~1, has weak local pullbacks relative to

where in this case diagram (2.5) becomes [] K = K~ [] . This is just the

initiality condition of type - . - for LX’. 

COROLLARY 10. Suppose that b n: J o - C i s a functor satis fying the homo·

topy and stispension axioms as in Corollary 9. Then the Kan extension:

along
~

satisfies the homotopy and homotopy and suspension axioms provided that jo has weak

local pullbacks relative to J~1 and that E : J~1 - J~1 is locally right lo-ad-
junctable.

PROOF. The hypotheses given imply that LX ’ I A x and hence NX = M~X LX
are initial for all X E J1l . The result is now immediate from Theorem 8.

VGe remark that the last statement of Theorem 8 interpreted in terms

of Jo and J1 provides the result of Corollary 10 under more general hypo-
theses. We record this explicitly in the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 1 i. The following conditions are equivalent and imply that
the validity of the homotopy and suspension axioms for the Kan extension

bn1: 11 - e along K of any functor h n : Jo -C follows from the validity of
these axioms for hn :

1. The functor

is initial for each X E lJ1l ,
2. The categories ( NXl k ) are non-empty and c-onnected for each object

k: 2 x - kz of (E XlK~) and each X E , JI I 
3. For each X E lJ1 I and each object k : E X -K~ Z o f (EXlK~) Xlk~ h ) , there

exists an object

of

for some object g of (XlK), and for any pair ( u, u ) of ( NXl, k)-objects
there exists a commutative diagram

in J~1 wi th n finite and

in for 
and

for 

an d in

PROOF. We have simply written down an explicit interpretation of the comma
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category morphisms involved, as suggested near the end of Section 2.

5. The Exactness axiom.

Let bi:P*-C be a contravariant functor which satisfies the co-

homology axiom of type (1P*, o-) . This means that there is a diagram

with o,: ht -bK a natural equivalence.
Given a commutative diagram

it follows from Theorem 3 that the Kan extension ( b1)1 of ht along K* sa-
tisfies the cohomology axiom of type (1F*, o1) where the natural equiva-
lence orl of

is given by
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for each object of 5’* -

We relate the preceding to exactness in the following way. Let I

and F be categories possessing a weak cokernel for each map, that is, we

require universality without requiring uniqueness, as in [5], page 231. For

example, in the pointed homotopy category, the weak cokernel of a map

/: X-Y is the usual map Y - Mf for M j the mapping cone of f.
Let K : 9 - 5 be a functor preserving weak cokernels and let K*:

P* - F* be the functor induced by K where P* and F* are categories whose

objects are weak cokernel sequences in 9 and in 5 , respectively, with the
obvious definition for morphisms.

Next we let C be any category in which each map has a kernel’ and

an epic-monic factorization unique up to equivalence. The category Comp e
is the one whose objects are short complexes

in

and whose morphisms are chain mappings. Then we have the «image to ker-

nel » natural monomorphism

where lm and Ker are the functors assigning lm a ( = the monic part of a )
and Ker 03B2, respectively, to the object

of

If b:P - C is a contravariant functor inducing a functor

then we have a natural monomorphism o-: h -+ h K where by definition

and

The functor b:P - C is exact if h takes each weak cokernel se-

quence

to an exact sequence

in
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PROPOSITION 12. The functor b:P -+e is exact if and only if the functor

bi: P*-C satis fies the cohomology axiom o f type (1P*,o).
COROLLARY 13. If b :P-C is exact, th en th e Kan extensi on

along

satisfies the cohomology axiom o f type ( 1:(*, ( u o 1b*)1) .

P ROO F. This is immediate from the first paragraphs of the section. 

Thus, in the sense of the corollary, exactness for b :P-C is al-

ways a Kan extendable property.

However to say that the Kan extension

of h along

is exact is a little different. By Prop. 12, b 1 : F-C is exact if and only if

the functor ( b1)l : 5* -C satisfies the cohomology axiom of type

The next Theorem shows how exactness for b 1: F-C follows from

that of h: P -C provided that a certain canonical limit interchange map
is an epimorphism.

THEOREM 14. Suppose that b: P is an exact functor. 7’hon there is a

commutative diagram

of natural trans formations with ( u o lh*)1 a natural equizmlence and with

u o 1(b1)* a natural monomorphism. Furthermore the Kan extension b1: F- C

along K is exact if the canonical limit interchange map T) K is an epirrmr-

phism.

PROOF. By Corollary 13 the left vertical arrow is an equivalence. The right
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vertical map is just the monomorphisrri from image to kernel. ’oUe next define

. Given a contravariant· functor b:P -C we let b 1: F-C be the Kan

extension of h along K : P -F defined by

and let d : b -b1 K be the associated universal K-factorization. In the same
way there is a universal K* -factorization

We then let

be the unique transformation such that

commutes. In a similar fashion starting from 1"1: Comp C -C we obtain 8 

and ni . From the commutative diagram
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it is clear that the universality of 8t implies that (5.4) commutes. Thus if

7J K is epic then the right vertical arrow of (5.4) is an isomorphism and h I
is exact.

COROLLARY 15. I f ( XlK) op is filtered and C is a category in which f il-
tered colimits commute with finite limits ( e. g., an algebraic category such
as abelian groups, rings, Lie algebras), then the exactness problem for Kan

extensions is finished.

The remainder of this Section follows from the direct and classical

approach of describing the Kan extension of exactness explicitly for C the

category Ens* of pointed sets and under hypotheses on ( XlK) op weaker
than those given in the preceding paragraph. This description is then ex-

tended to algebraic categories and applied to the problem of extending

cohomology theories with values in Ens* or in an algebraic category.

Let T : I - Ens* be a covariant functor. To establish notation we

recall that

where the coproduct U T ( f) is the set
I E III 

and

with basepoints under the inclusions identified, and E is the equivalence

generated by

for and in

An element of lim T is denoted [ a, f] .
We next describe the natural transformation

for b;P-Ens* contravariant. L et

be a weak cokern el sequence in F, i. e. K i s an object of the category F*.
Then
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with

In this case T = Ker o h* o Dy is regarded as a functor from 1 = ( XlK**)op
to Ens*. Furthermore

and

PROPOSITION 16. The natural transformation is ex-

plicitly described by the formula

for in

PROOF. The element [A, F] of ( bK )1 X is explicitly described in ( 5.8 ).

Clearly [ A, F1] E bl X and furthermore

It is easy to show that this yields a well defined natural transformation nK
for which diagram (5.6) commutes. Hence by uniqueness in (5.6) this must

be the nK previously defined.

Suppose that we are in the general case again with D the relation in

I E I1 T(f) determined by
if there exist and

with

The equivalence relation E previously described is clearly the one gene-
rated by h .
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If any diagram of the form

in I can be completed to

commuting in I , then we say that the diamond condition holds for l.

PROPOSITION 17. I f T: I -Ens* and the diamond condition holds for I ,

then D = E. Furthermore [ a, f]=[0, g I in lim- T implies that there

exists u: f -h with T(u) a = 0. 

THEOREM 18. 1 f the diamond condition holds for I = ( Xl K )op , then th e
limit interchange map nk: ( h K) I -·(b1) K is an epimorphisiti for any exact

functor b : P- Ens* .

PROOF. Let 

be given. Then

By Proposition 17 there exist FD : X’ -K Y’ for some Y’ E lP I and a mor-

phism u : FO -+F1 a in (X lK) with

We thus have a diagram
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with commutative left square. Then let v be a weak coequalizer óf 11 in

and then since /3 is a weak coequalizer of a in 5 there exists F 2 such

then the right square commutes. Thus F = ( F0 , Fl , F2 ) is in J* since K

preserves weak coequalizers and [A, F] is an element of (b K )1 X with

(nK )X [A, F] = [A, F1] .

The following result is now immediate from Theorem 14.

COROLLARY i9. The Kan extension hI: 1-’Ens* o f b:P- Ens* along
K : y -F is exact provided that h is exact and that the diamond condition

holds for I = (XlK)op.

If we assume that h : fli -Ens* is a homotopy functor, then the next

theorem shows that we can get exactness results under the assumption that

( XlK)op satisfies the diamond condition, which is weaker than the same

assumption for ( Xl Kop used in the preceding corollary. As in Section 3
we assume diagram (3.1) with K~[] = [] K is given. Furthermore we shall

~~~~

assume that and 5 have weak coequalizers and that ~K~P~P preserves

them. It will not be necessary to make coequalizer assumptions on P, F
or K directly. 

THEOREM 20. Let

be a homotopy factorization and suppose that h : P -4 Ens* satisfies the ex-
actness axiom. If F has weak local pullbacks relative to the functor

defined in Section 3, then the Kan extension b1 : F - Ens* of h along K

is naturally equivalent to hl [] and hl is exact for hl : :Y -r,,ns* the Kan
extension of h along K.

PROOF . Corollary 5 and Theorem 3 imply that h 1 ~~ b~ 1 ~[] . The diamond
~

condition for I = ( XL K~) OP is equivalent to the statement that F has weak
local pullbacks relative to LX (cf. [2] ). Thus b~1 is exact by Corollary 19.

We next show how to extend exactness results from Ens* to alge-
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braic categories over Ens* such as the categories of groups, rings and Lie

algebras. An algebraic category (? over Ens* is simply ’1n equational class
of algebras in the sense of Mac L ane ( [5] , page 120) together with a for-

getful functor U: C-Ens*.

TJ1e following theorem now brings us back to a concrete description
of the result given in Corollary 15.

T H EO R E M 21. 1 f ( XlK~) op is filtered and C is algebraic over Ens*, then

~ 
~ 

~ 
~

th e Kan extension b~1 : F~- C o f an exact functor h : P IC alongk is exact.

PROOF. We note that the validity of the diamond condition for I = ( XlK~)op
is part of th e requirement for ( XlK~) op to be filtered in the sense of Schu-

bert [6] . The forgetful functor U :C --&#x3E; Ens* preserves ( and creates ) fil-

tered colimits. Thus
~

is the Kan extension of Ub~;P - Ens* along K’. By Corollary 19 it follows
that tth 1 is exact, hence so is h1 .

We now conclude by applying the results obtained to the problem of

extending cohomology theories.

Accordingly we let

be a cohomology theory on an admissible topological category j o with va-

lues in a category C, as defined in Section 1. We let K : J o -J1, [] and

E be the inclusion, homotopy and suspension functors as described before

Corollary 9.

From Corollary 11 it follows that if

is a cohomology theory and if

is initial for each .B E I JI I , then the Kan extension bn1: II -+ e of h n along
K satisfies the homotopy and suspension axioms ( if h 1 exists). We next
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see how to bring in exactness as well.

THEOREM 22. 1/ J~o has weak local pullbacks relative to

and i f ? ; (XlK~) -(E XlK~) is initial, then the Kan extension o f a coho-

moloRY theory

is a cobomology theory

PROOF. The homotopy functor [] . J1 -J~1 takes each mapping cone se-

quence in J1 to a weak coequalizer sequence in J~1 . The existence of weak
local pullbacks implies by Theorem 20 that bn1 ~~b~n1 [ ] and that b~n1 satis-

fies the exactness axiom for each n E Z . Thus bn1 takes mapping cone se-
quences to exact sequences in Ens* . The existence of weak local pullbacks

implies LX is initial. Thus NX = M ~XLX is initial and the suspension ax-
iom holds for b1. 

THEOREM 23. If J~o has 1Deak local pullbacks relative to

Jo bas finite products and i f M~X: ( XlK~) -(EXlK~) is initial, then the Kan

extension of a cohomology theory

i s a cobomology theory

fur ( any algehraic rategory over Ens*.

PROOF. The first two conditions imply that (XlK~)op is filtered by a result
of Ililton [2] : Corollary 2.13. Thus by Theorem 21 it follows that the Kan

extension b 1 : J~1-C y of b~n : J~o -+ L along K~: J~0 - J~1 is exact for each

n, where

is a homotopy factorization of bn . By Corollaries 3 and 5 the functor
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Thus hi takes mapping cone sequences in J1 to exact sequences in C*.
As before the suspension axiom follows from the initiality of NX - M X LX,
by Corollary 11.

COROLLARY 24. If io has weak local pullbacks relative to LX and if
2 is locally right J~o-adjunctable, then the Kan extension of a cobomology
theory

is a cohomology theory

Furthermore, i f in addition /0 has finite products, then the same result bolds

if we replace Ens* by an algebraic category (? over Ens* .

PROOF. The local adjunctability condition implies that My is initial as

the paragraph preceding Corollary 9 clearly shows.

COROLLARY 25 (Deleanu-Hilton [2]). If Jo is II -adapted and E Is lor-

ally right J~o-adjunctable, then the Kan extension o f a cobomology theory

(b, cr) is a cohomology theory ( hl , o1).
P RO O F . This is just the result of Corollary 24 for C the category of abe-

lian groups, since Jo is J1 -adapted just means Jo closed under finite pro-

ducts and 10 has weak local pullbacks relative to L X ’
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